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Descended from a line of powerful witches, Courtney Wellington embodies the Wiccan Goddess who must
fulfill an ancient prophecy to keep the growing powers of evil at bay. At the Summer Solstice, she must
marry, and she has chosen Robert McGregor for her mate. But Courtney's plans never included falling in
love with him. Robert McGregor, Harvard Law student and society favorite, has the world within his grasp--
until he meets Courtney. Irresistibly drawn to her, Robbie is soon bewitched by the lovely, vulnerable girl,
despite his misgivings about who--or what--she really is. But her identity is stranger than he could ever
imagine. To fulfill the prophecy Robbie must abandon all he holds dear, but when Courtney is kidnapped, he
realizes he will sacrifice everything to save her. Can the power of their love triumph over the evil forces bent
on destroying them?

This is a new release of a previously published edition.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Vu:

Now a day those who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each facts they get. How many people to
be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Looking at
a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Rite of Passage book as this book offers
you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no doubt
in it as you know.

Maria Ives:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information which will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can
share their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story or perhaps their experience. Not only the story that share in the ebooks. But also they write
about the data about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve
their ability in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of them is
this Rite of Passage.

Jeremy Gable:

Is it anyone who having spare time then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Rite of Passage can be the reply, oh how comes?
It's a book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this fresh era
is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

Gordon Woods:

A lot of e-book has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is named of
book Rite of Passage. You can add your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could possibly
add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about book. It
can bring you from one destination to other place.
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